HOW WE CAN HELP

How Family Zone solves
the cyber challenges of
today’s schools

A cyber safe school community

www.familyzoneschools.com

A UNIQUE PARTNERSHIP
APPROACH TO CYBER SAFETY

WHAT MAKES FAMILY ZONE UNIQUE?
OUR UNIQUE

ECOSYSTEM
Family Zone was founded on the
premise that cyber safety requires
user-friendly technology that works
wherever children access the internet.
Our ecosystem approach facilitates
collaboration among schools, parents,
cyber experts, telcos and other

School Zone
Keeping students
safe at school

Mobile Zone
Keeping students
safe when mobile

Cyber Experts

stakeholders.

OUR UNIQUE

CYBER EXPERT PROGRAM
Family Zone Schools enjoy a world-first advantage: the integration of our
next-level technology with next-level expertise.
Family Zone Cyber Experts - an acclaimed group of academics, educators,
psychologists and law-enforcement professionals - are available to enrich your
cyber-safety initiatives.
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Home Zone
Keeping students
safe at home

Family Zone is the cyber-safety solution
trusted by schools globally. We understand
that educational settings are very different
to corporate enterprises. Our mission is to
empower school communities through the
integration of technology and education to
ensure future generations are cyber safe,
savvy and healthy.

OUR UNIQUE

PARTNER SCHOOL PROGRAM
We believe cyber safety requires an

Technology

Our Partner School Program delivers this
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environment in which technology, education and

comprehensive approach. We combine our full
suite of technologies with the experience of

Student

Cyber Experts and the dedicated support of

Parent

our specialist School Community Engagement

Engagement

team. This combination is your best guarantee of a
successful online-safety program.
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OUR UNIQUE

SCHOOL COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT TEAM
Assisting you to achieve your education and safety outcomes is our goal. The
School Community Engagement Team are education specialists dedicated to
the success of your cyber-safety program.
Our team will help reduce school workload while ensuring a seamless roll-out
of your Family Zone solution.
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STUDENTS AND THE INTERNET

IDENTIFYING AND SOLVING THE CYBER CHALLENGES FACED BY YOUR SCHOOL COMMUNITY

CYBERBULLYING

of today’s youth have
been exposed to
cyberbullying

87%

PORNOGRAPHY

%
%
93
62
& of female
of male
college
students

college
students

Research shows over 30% of students have
experienced cyberbullying and almost all have
been exposed to it.

said they had seen online
pornography before they
were 18 years old.

GAMBLING

SOCIAL MEDIA

70

45%

of teens gamble
each year

%

20%

of adolescents access
gambling sites

Gamblification is the term coined by experts
concerned about the growing inclusion of
gambling features in children’s apps.

of pre-teens are
accessing social media

20%

of students are on social
media during class

Research clearly shows links between social
media use and mental health, body image,
behavior and educational outcomes.
SOCIAL MEDIA USE ON MOBILES

SCREENTIME

9 hours a day
and checks their phone

50 times a day
After rising since the early 1990s, adolescent
self-esteem plunged after 2012. Research
suggests that teens who spend less time in front
of screens are “happier”.
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40%
35%

16-17y

30%
25%

13-15y

20%

9-12y
0-8y

15%
9am

11pm

1pm

TIME OF DAY

3pm

10%

% OF STUDENTS

The average teen is online for

45%

DECEPTION

54%

SEXTING



of teens aged 16 - 17 years
old are using VPNs to bypass
filters.

1 in 4

teens are receiving sexts
The majority of teenagers now regard sharing
explicit material as normal.

SLEEP

3 out of 4

teens do not get
sufficient sleep

COGNITIVE IMPACTS
There is a growing body of research suggesting
habitual use of connected devices may have a
negative and lasting impact on users’ ability to
think, remember, focus and regulate emotion.

Research clearly shows a high correlation
between a lack of sleep and depression, as well
as behavioral and learning issues.

Excessive smartphone use is usually dominated
by entertainment, not learning - and therefore
has a detrimental effect on achievement.

RISKY ACTIVITY

Further, research suggests the mere presence of
a connected device has a similar impact to its use.

Accessing of
questionable
content each
month:

PARENTS

20%

are ignorant of their
child’s use of social media

(0-8y)
(9-12y)
(13-15y)
(16-17y)

Research shows the high proportion of students
taking risks or encountering threats online.
AFTER SCHOOL RISKY ACTIVITY
KIDS (0-8)
% OF STUDENTS

68%

were concerned at the lack of
control they have over what
content their kids see online.

54%
65%
75%
83%

The majority of parents are out of touch
with technology and their child’s use of it.
They believe cyber-safety education is the
responsibility of the school.
3pm

4pm

5pm

6pm

TIME OF DAY

familyzone.com/us/schools/at-a-glance
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SCHOOL-SAFE INTERNET

KEEPING STUDENTS SAFE AND FOCUSED AT SCHOOL

The internet has long been part of learning and so too
has filtering. But school needs are changing. Modern
self-directed and project-based learning environments
require students to explore and interact.
And, in a world rife with VPNs, proxies, unsafe content
and social distractions, providing this access while

keeping students safe and on-task is a major challenge.
Family Zone School Manager is uniquely designed for
this reality. Our world-leading platform empowers
your staff with the tools they need to guide, support,
and monitor students’ activity - and ultimately to
achieve your school’s academic and welfare goals.

BEST-PRACTICE CONTENT FILTERING

BEST-PRACTICE CLASSROOM TOOLS

Managing and monitoring internet use to
ensure effectiveness and compliance.

Providing in-classroom insights and control.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Control websites, apps & videos
Create rules simply
Provide custodian alerts
Support any device
Enable safe search and YouTube restrictions
Block VPN and proxy circumventions
SSL Visibility

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

View real-time internet, app & video usage
View students’ screens (on Chrome and Edge)
Focus students on specific lesson resources
Block or allow individuals or all students
Block or allow specific apps and websites
Setup individual classroom policies
Private messaging to reward good behavior

Maintain security and CIPA
compliance
Control web, apps and video
access on any device by any user

David Smith
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Eliminate avoidance via VPNs and
proxies



Provide visibility and targeted
control



Set expectations and provide
transparency



Transform student use of the
internet

CYBER-SAFE BYOD & 1:1 PROGRAMS

MAKING LEARNING DEVICES SAFE AT SCHOOL, AT HOME AND EVERYWHERE IN BETWEEN

BYOD and 1:1 are the now normal. But when
school-mandated devices move between school and
home, a range of challenges arise.
How can you ensure safe use of that device at home?
Are you required to? How can you engage and
empower parents to do so? If they do, how can you
prevent actions that interrupt learning?

MOBILE ZONE
Mobile Zone is a suite of applications which enable
monitoring, management and filtering of devices.
•
•
•
•

Supports all devices used in schools
Includes filtering and device management
Filters on 3G/4G and WiFi networks
Enforces school policy during school hours

Family Zone offers a suite of on-device technologies
allowing schools and parents to share management
and filtering of devices – anytime, anywhere and on
any network.

SCHOOL COMMUNITY PLATFORM
A world-first platform enabling schools and parents to
work together on cyber safety.
• Sets school calendars and access rules
• Allows parent opt-ins
• Reports on usage, risks & compliance

SCHOOL PARENTAL ENGAGEMENT
Engagement of parents in cyber safety is critical to
ensuring all students are safe, healthy, sufficiently
rested and focused on study.
• Access to leading Cyber Expert resources including an email series, monthly newsletters with
App reviews and more.
• Regular blogs and advice for parents

HOW IT WORKS
Set a policy for the grades that that
need protection. Then leave it to us.

Maintain compliance when
students hotspot
Reduce distractions and risks
during school hours

Parents or IT install
Mobile Zone



Minimise workload for IT and
admin staff



Improve student behavior

A+

Enhance educational outcomes

Parents can opt in or out of
parental controls at home
School policies are then
enforced everywhere



Permit parents to opt in to
parental controls



Encourage parental engagement

SUPPORTED ON

Schools are informed
of risks & compliance
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CYBER-SAFE PERSONAL DEVICES

MAKING MOBILES SCHOOL-SAFE

More than ever, students are bringing personal
mobiles to school. The resultant distractions and
risks have been well established. Bans and “outof-sight” policies have a role; however, they can be
unpopular and difficult to enforce.

Family Zone enables schools to enforce policy rules
on personal devices during school time no matter
what network they’re on. And it enables parents to
seamlessly opt in to set their own rules outside of
school hours.

MOBILE ZONE
Maintain duty of care when
students hotspot

Mobile Zone is a suite of applications which enable
monitoring, management and filtering of devices.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supports all devices used in schools
Filters on 3G/4G and WiFi networks
Enables content/app filtering and safe search
Includes alerts and risk detection
Supports parents to opt-in/opt-out
Enforces school policy during school time
Leverages school-set calendars



Minimise workload for IT and
admin staff



Improve student behavior

A+

Enhance educational outcomes

HOW IT WORKS



Permit parents to opt in to
parental controls

Set a policy for the grades that need
protection. Then leave it to us.



Encourage parental engagement

Parents or IT install
Mobile Zone
Parents can opt in or out of
parental controls at home
School policies are then
enforced anywhere
Schools are informed
of risks & compliance
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Reduce distractions and risks
during school hours

SUPPORTED ON

EFFECTIVE CONTROL OF VPNS & AVOIDANCE
ELIMINATING AVOIDANCE, REDUCING HAZARDS

With the rapid growth of BYOD programs and use of
personal devices at school, students are increasingly
adept at avoiding network-based filtering, whether
through the use of on-device technologies or
mobile data.

As a result, schools’ investments in safety and security
are being bypassed, exposing students to distractions
and risks while on school grounds .

MACHINE-LEARNING VPN DETECTION
Family Zone’s machine-learning technology is
constantly at work in the background, scanning and
detecting the “signatures” and deceptive behavior
of VPN services. It is continuously learning the new
ways students are using to bypass the system and
subverting those attempts.
Once alerted, Family Zone School Manager
immediately acts, blocking or shaping internet access
and issuing notifications to administrators.



Eliminate VPN & proxy
network violations



Identify hazards proactively



Improve student w

A+

Enhance educational
outcomes

HAZARDOUS APP SCANNING
Family Zone’s unique Cyber Expert program and
extensive user base has allowed us to develop an
unparalleled database of VPN and other avoidance
applications.
Our technology scans mobile devices and notifies
parents and school staff when attempts are made to
bypass security policies.

54% OF OF TEENS AGED 16
- 17 YEARS OLD ARE USING
VPNS TO BYPASS FILTERS
familyzone.com/schools/at-a-glance
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DRIVING PARENTAL ENGAGEMENT

GREATER PARENTAL ENGAGEMENT DELIVERING GREATER SAFETY AND CONTROL FOR SCHOOLS

Engagement of parents in cyber safety is critical to
ensuring all students are safe, healthy, sufficiently
rested and focused on study.

WHAT’S THE SCHOOL’S ROLE?
Increasingly schools are taking a community
leadership role: creating awareness events, providing
advice and issuing recommendations.
Such actions can be a response to the regulatory
pressures arising in many jurisdictions. But mostly
we see them as a practical strategy to deal with the
impact of connected technology on a school’s core
task: education.

LEADERSHIP THROUGH PARTNERSHIP
Awareness and education are critical, but so too are
technology and support.
Family Zone is a holistic solution designed to achieve
all of these goals.
Our platform enables schools to take cyber safety
leadership without assuming all of the responsibility,
and to promote and measure parental engagement. As
partners, we extend your leadership reach via the input
of Cyber Experts and the support of our dedicated
School Community Engagement Team.
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Aware, educated and
engaged parents



Aware, educated and
engaged students



Greater safety and
control for schools

OUR

SCHOOL COMMUNITY PLATFORM
Enables schools to:
•
•
•
•
•

Promote community cyber safety
Integrate experts into holistic programs
Measure parental engagement
Simplify parent effort
Identify risks before consequences arise

Enables parents to:
•
•
•
•
•

Seamlessly opt in to controls after school
Leverage school-set calendars and routines
Access Cyber Expert recommended settings
Access Cyber Expert educational material
Access reports on usage, risks and compliance

CREATING A HEALTHY GENERATION
SUPPORTING THE 4 E’S OF DIGITAL CITIZENSHIP

Developing a cyber safe, savvy and healthy generation
demands a holistic solution. This is exactly the approach
Family Zone takes to develop the 4 E’s of Digital Citizenship.

EDUCATION
Cyber Experts
Our partners are available to tailor and deliver
information resources to your school.
Free Education Series
Our School Partner Program includes free
educational material for parents.
School Community Engagement Team
Our Engagement Team is there to assist you in your
cyber-safety journey.

EXPECTATIONS
Digital Citizenship & Compliance
Built into Family Zone School Manager is the concept
of “agreement.” Schools can set expectations for
acceptable use, making compliance visible for
students and staff.

EMPOWERMENT

ENFORCEMENT

School policy
Family Zone School Manager offers schools great
flexibility and precision with respect to what they
permit, to whom and when. This allows schools to
implement relaxed policies and easily apply focus
where necessary.

Network Filtering
Family Zone School Manager provides best-in-class
filtering and firewall services to protect your assets
and enforce your policies.

In the classroom
Teachers can view student internet use in real time,
using screens that can:
• Block or unblock content
• Focus the class on specific apps and locations
• Review student compliance and risks
For parents
School Community Platform allows parents to opt in
and seamlessly assume responsibility for students’
internet use outside of school.

Advanced detection
Our advanced machine-learning and MDM services
constantly scan for threats, VPNs and other
malfeasance and deliver immediate notifications and
action.
Manage personal devices
Our Mobile Zone services allow schools to enforce
policy during school-time, even when students
disconnect from the school WiFi.
Options at home
Parents can easily opt in to parental controls at home.
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Family Zone is an ASX-listed global cyber

We understand school needs, and our

safety and security provider. Trusted by

absolute focus is providing solutions that

schools throughout Australia, New Zealand

support schools to

and the United States of America.

achieve educational

Family Zone is also the trusted provider

outcomes and ensure

of cyber safety technology to many of the

student well-being.

world’s largest telcos.







To find out more email sales@familyzone.com
or visit www.familyzoneschools.com






